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Shag Yourself Slim
In a new compact edition, a luxurious
celebration of the elegant craftsmanship
behind the timeless French men's fashion
and lifestyle labels.
Tells a story about the strange relationship
of two migrant workers who are able to
realize their dreams of an easy life until one
of them succumbs to his weakness for soft,
helpless creatures and strangles a farmer's
wife.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
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"There's deception, sabotage, violence,
family secrets . . . all the stuff you could
want from a fictional page-turner."—
theSkimm Recommended by Washington
Post • theSkimm • GMA.com • Popsugar •
Bustle • Atlanta Journal-Constitution •
Augusta Chronicle • Sun-Sentinel • Mystery
and Suspense Magazine • and more! He saw
what you did. He knows who you are… From
the New York Times bestselling author of
Pieces of Her and The Silent Wife, an
electrifying standalone thriller. AN
ORDINARY LIFE… Leigh Collier has worked
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hard to build what looks like a normal life.
She’s an up-and-coming defense attorney at
a prestigious law firm in Atlanta, would do
anything for her sixteen-year-old daughter
Maddy, and is managing to successfully
coparent through a pandemic after an
amicable separation from her husband
Walter. HIDES A DEVASTATING PAST... But
Leigh’s ordinary life masks a childhood no
one should have to endure … a childhood
tarnished by secrets, broken by betrayal,
and ultimately destroyed by a brutal act of
violence. BUT NOW THE PAST IS
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CATCHING UP… On a Sunday night at her
daughter’s school play, she gets a call from
one of the firm's partners who wants Leigh
to come on board to defend a wealthy man
accused of multiple counts of rape. Though
wary of the case, it becomes apparent she
doesn't have much choice if she wants to
keep her job. They're scheduled to go to trial
in one week. When she meets the accused
face-to-face, she realizes that it’s no
coincidence that he’s specifically asked for
her to represent him. She knows him. And
he knows her. More to the point, he may
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know what happened over twenty years ago,
and why Leigh has spent two decades
avoiding her past. AND TIME IS RUNNING
OUT. Suddenly she has a lot more to lose
than this case. The only person who can help
is her younger, estranged sister Callie—the
last person Leigh would ever want to drag
into this after all they’ve been through. But
with the life-shattering truth in danger of
being revealed, she has no choice... “A highstakes thriller . . . Her heroines are
believable, flawed and courageous.”
–OYINKAN BRAITHWAITE
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U. S. Marshal Red Skene is on the trail of
two prison escapees who have joined up with
Slim Sanglant, the meanest, toughest, and
biggest sheepherder in Upamona. Working
under cover as Utahs worst outlaw, Skene
plans to join the gang, but his plans are
changed when he has a run-in with
Sanglant. Red helps his cousins, Fred and
Jed Cadwell, with their gold mine in the
High Uintahs where Sanglants gang has
been digging on the Cadwell claim. Skene
meets and falls in love with Colleen Ryan.
Rueben Graves, one of the outlaws, kills the
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storekeeper and the town thinks Red is
mixed up in it. Red shows his badge and
with his cousins takes on the Sanglant gang
and a bountry hunter who tries to interfere.
Amortality
Straight Talking
Idea Man
Of Mice and Men
The Breaker
A Young Man's Battle and Triumph Over
Anorexia
Whether you're on lockdown with your family,
partner, or flatmates: Games for Bored Adults
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is packed full of gaming inspiration to liven
up any dull situation. Why not play human
Buckaroo with a sleeping stranger, take on
the After Eight challenge, or laugh in the
face of pulled muscles in the ultimate
‘Cereal Killer’ game? Challenge your family,
indulge your competitive streak and prove
yourself the undisputed victor in a whole
range of funny and imaginative games for
every occasion.
The facts confirm the UFO crash happened.
Officials deny it. What don’t they want us to
know? In 1965 a massive wave of UFO sightings
occurs worldwide. In 1967 residents of Shag
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Harbor, Canada, witness a huge UFO crash into
the bay. Three Royal Canadian Mounties watch
it float before sinking. Navy divers mount an
extensive search. Now officials say nothing
ever happened. Why? Researchers Don Ledger
and Chris Styles—Styles himself an eyewitness
to the Shag Harbor crash—have tackled one of
the best documented and most top-secret
incidents in the annals of UFO sightings.
What they have found out will astound—and
outrage—readers. From mysterious surveillance
twenty-five years after the crash to the
sudden disappearance of written records,
someone wanted the investigation stopped. But
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Ledger and Styles now file their stunning
report—and reach a chilling conclusion about
the Dark Object, what really happened, and
what remains hidden today. . . .
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “The story of
modern medicine and bioethics—and, indeed,
race relations—is refracted beautifully, and
movingly.”—Entertainment Weekly NOW A MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE FROM HBO® STARRING OPRAH
WINFREY AND ROSE BYRNE • ONE OF THE “MOST
INFLUENTIAL” (CNN), “DEFINING” (LITHUB), AND
“BEST” (THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER) BOOKS OF
THE DECADE • ONE OF ESSENCE’S 50 MOST
IMPACTFUL BLACK BOOKS OF THE PAST 50 YEARS •
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WINNER OF THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE HEARTLAND PRIZE
FOR NONFICTION NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review •
Entertainment Weekly • O: The Oprah Magazine
• NPR • Financial Times • New York •
Independent (U.K.) • Times (U.K.) •
Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • Kirkus
Reviews • Booklist • Globe and Mail Her name
was Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know her
as HeLa. She was a poor Southern tobacco
farmer who worked the same land as her slave
ancestors, yet her cells—taken without her
knowledge—became one of the most important
tools in medicine: The first “immortal” human
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cells grown in culture, which are still alive
today, though she has been dead for more than
sixty years. HeLa cells were vital for
developing the polio vaccine; uncovered
secrets of cancer, viruses, and the atom
bomb’s effects; helped lead to important
advances like in vitro fertilization,
cloning, and gene mapping; and have been
bought and sold by the billions. Yet
Henrietta Lacks remains virtually unknown,
buried in an unmarked grave. Henrietta’s
family did not learn of her “immortality”
until more than twenty years after her death,
when scientists investigating HeLa began
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using her husband and children in research
without informed consent. And though the
cells had launched a multimillion-dollar
industry that sells human biological
materials, her family never saw any of the
profits. As Rebecca Skloot so brilliantly
shows, the story of the Lacks family—past and
present—is inextricably connected to the dark
history of experimentation on African
Americans, the birth of bioethics, and the
legal battles over whether we control the
stuff we are made of. Over the decade it took
to uncover this story, Rebecca became
enmeshed in the lives of the Lacks
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family—especially Henrietta’s daughter
Deborah. Deborah was consumed with questions:
Had scientists cloned her mother? Had they
killed her to harvest her cells? And if her
mother was so important to medicine, why
couldn’t her children afford health
insurance? Intimate in feeling, astonishing
in scope, and impossible to put down, The
Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks captures the
beauty and drama of scientific discovery, as
well as its human consequences.
"Nonstop action at a machine gun pace. If you
aren't reading Nick Petrie, now is the time
to start."--C.J. Box Peter Ash tangles with
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dangerous enemies and terrifying technology
in the newest thriller from bestselling
author Nick Petrie. A man wanted by two
governments, Peter Ash has found a simple,
low-profile life in Milwaukee, living with
his girlfriend June and renovating old
buildings with his friend Lewis. Staying out
of trouble is the key to preserving this
fragile peace . . . but when Peter spots a
suspicious armed man walking into a crowded
market, he knows he can't stand by and do
nothing. Peter does interrupt a crime, but it
wasn't at all what he'd expected. The young
gunman appeared to have one target and one
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mission--but when he escapes, and his victim
vanishes before police arrive, it seems there
is more to the encounter than meets the eye.
Peter's hunch is proven correct when a
powerful associate from his past appears with
an interest in the crime, and an irresistible
offer: if he and June solve this mystery,
Peter's record will be scrubbed clean. While
Peter and Lewis trace the gunman, reporter
June digs into the victim of the incident, a
man whose face rings a bell in her memory. As
their parallel investigations draw together,
they're thrust into the path of a ruthless
tech thief, an eerily cheerful assassin, a
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brilliant and troubled inventor, and a
revolutionary technology that could wreak
devastation in the wrong hands. But for
Peter, even more is at stake: this
investigation is his only path to a life free
from the threat of prosecution or prison.
Before the end, he'll have to fight harder
than ever before to ensure that freedom
doesn't come at too high a cost. . . .
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
On the Come Up
Alfie Darling
Games for Bored Adults
Sex Tips for Husbands and Wives From 1894
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Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
Three months into a whirlwind romance with a
celebrity chef, free spirit Alyssa Shelasky said goodbye to her life in New York and followed her heart to
Washington, D.C. But she found that between her
inability to settle into her new surroundings and her
boyfriend-turned-fiancé's insane hours, she was
overwhelmingly lonely. Plus, she was a kitchen-phobe
surrounded by foodies and unable to make toast
without a pep talk or boil water without instructions.
So she decided it was time to conquer the kitchen.
'For certain men the stronger their desire, the less
likely they are to act.' With his first glimpse of
Madame Arnoux, Frédéric Moreau is convinced he
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has found his romantic destiny, but when he pursues
her to Paris the young student is unable to translate
his passion into decisive action. He also finds himself
distracted by the equally romantic appeal of political
action in the turbulent years leading up to the
revolution of 1848, and by the attractions of three
other women, each of whom seeks to make him her
own: a haughty society lady, a capricious courtesan,
and an artless country girl. Flaubert offers a vivid
and unsparing portrait of the young men of his
generation, struggling to salvage something of their
ideals in a city where corruption, consumerism, and a
pervasive sense of disenchantment undermine all but
the most compromised erotic, aesthetic, and social
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initiatives. Sentimental Education combines
thoroughgoing irony with an impartial but
unexpectedly intense sympathy in a novel whose
realism competes with that of Balzac and whose
innovations in narrative plot and perspective mark a
turning-point in the development of literary
modernism. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years
Oxford World's Classics has made available the
widest range of literature from around the globe.
Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's
commitment to scholarship, providing the most
accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable
features, including expert introductions by leading
authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-toPage 20/51
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date bibliographies for further study, and much
more.
ORPHEUS — To most he’s an enigma, a devil-maycare rogue who does whatever he pleases whenever
he wants. Now this loose cannon is part of the
Eternal Guardians—elite warriors assigned to protect
the human realm—whether he likes it or not.
Orpheus has but one goal: to locate a magical
medallion with supernatural powers. He’s just not
expecting a woman to get in the way, especially not a
Siren as gorgeous as Skyla. Unable to resist her, the
two become unlikely allies. He simply has no idea
she’s an assassin sent to seduce, entrap, then
ultimately destroy him. Yet Skyla herself might have
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the most to lose. There’s a reason Orpheus feels so
familiar, a reason her body seems to crave him.
Perhaps he’s not the man everyone thinks… Then
again…maybe he’s exactly that man. The truth could
reveal a deadly secret as old as the Eternal
Guardians themselves. *** All books in the Eternal
Guardians series can be read in order or as standalones: MARKED - Book 1 ENTWINED - Book 2
TEMPTED - Book 3 ENRAPTURED - Book 4
ENSLAVED - Book 5 BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED Book 7 RAVAGED - Novella, Book 7.5 AWAKENED Book 8 UNCHAINED - Novella, Book 8.25 HUNTED Novella, Book 8.5 ENSNARED - Novella, Book 8.75
and coming soon... WICKED - Book 9
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#1 New York Times bestseller · Seven starred
reviews · Boston Globe-Horn Book Award Honor
Book “For all the struggle in this book, Thomas
rarely misses a step as a writer. Thomas continues to
hold up that mirror with grace and confidence. We
are lucky to have her, and lucky to know a girl like
Bri.”—The New York Times Book Review This digital
edition contains a letter from the author, deleted
scenes, a picture of the author as a teen rapper, an
annotated playlist, Angie’s top 5 MCs, an annotated
rap, illustrated quotes from the book, and an excerpt
from Concrete Rose, Angie's return to Garden
Heights. Sixteen-year-old Bri wants to be one of the
greatest rappers of all time. Or at least win her first
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battle. As the daughter of an underground hip hop
legend who died right before he hit big, Bri’s got
massive shoes to fill. But it’s hard to get your come
up when you’re labeled a hoodlum at school, and
your fridge at home is empty after your mom loses
her job. So Bri pours her anger and frustration into
her first song, which goes viral . . . for all the wrong
reasons. Bri soon finds herself at the center of a
controversy, portrayed by the media as more menace
than MC. But with an eviction notice staring her
family down, Bri doesn’t just want to make it—she
has to. Even if it means becoming the very thing the
public has made her out to be. Insightful, unflinching,
and full of heart, On the Come Up is an ode to hip
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hop from one of the most influential literary voices of
a generation. It is the story of fighting for your
dreams, even as the odds are stacked against you;
and about how, especially for young black people,
freedom of speech isn’t always free. Don't miss
Concrete Rose, Angie Thomas's powerful prequel to
her phenomenal bestseller, The Hate U Give!
False Witness
The Shag Incident
Coarse Cockney Rhyming Slang
Hideaway
The Definitive Guide to Man's Ultimate Relief
A Memoir by the Cofounder of Microsoft
The cheekiest way to stay fit without leaving your home! On your
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marks, get set ... shag! No need for a PT, gym or bootcamp, swap
the gym ball for your partner’s balls and embrace the horn.
Features 60 sexercises with easy to follow instructional diagrams
and tips to make getting fit much more fun. All you need is a willing
housemate and a mountain of contraception. Select your favourite
positions, repeat until you feel the burn.
A licensed professional counselor shares how he conquered his outof-control compulsion to exercise and starve himself which led to
multiple hospitalizations and how he overcame a shaming inner
voice, which he calls "IT," that convinced him to become thinner.
The first of John McPhee's works in his series on geology and
geologists, Basin and Range is a book of journeys through ancient
terrains, always in juxtaposition with travels in the modern world—a
history of vanished landscapes, enhanced by the histories of people
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who bring them to light. The title refers to the physiographic
province of the United States that reaches from eastern Utah to
eastern California, a silent world of austere beauty, of hundreds of
discrete high mountain ranges that are green with junipers and
often white with snow. The terrain becomes the setting for a lyrical
evocation of the science of geology, with important digressions into
the plate-tectonics revolution and the history of the geologic time
scale.
Does it make you go bald or blind or give you hairy palms? Will
you rot in Hell for ever more? No! It's a fact: wanking is good for
you and the benefits are endless! Think of it... it's free; non timeconsuming; there's none of that "e;Was it good for you,
darling?"e;; you don't need to dress up for it (unless you want to, of
course); it relieves stress and tension; you can do it just about
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anywhere; it's always on hand... and the list goes on. Read all about
it! Here are stories, jokes, one-liners and even a bit of background
history and further reading for you.
Skinny Boy
HIIT: High Intensity Intercourse Training
An Inquiry Into Values
The Pleasures and Perils of Living Agelessly
My Messy Affairs In and Out of the Kitchen
The Upamona Gold Claim Wrangle
The fun way to get from fat to fit! ShaggingWorld's revolutionary
approach to fitness enables you to get in shape without ever having
to go hungry, or horny, again - the perfect relief for anyone
following a strict diet plan. With 60 positions and instructional
diagrams showing the number of calories burned, sins earned, and
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sex points gained, getting fit has never been more fun.
The intimacy of a cabin at Lake Tahoe provides the combustible
circumstances that bring Diana Holland and Lane Christianson
together in this passionate novel of first discovery. Originally
published by Naiad Press in 1983, Bella Books is proud to bring the
bestselling romantic lesbian novel of all time back to print. With
multiple printings and translations worldwide,Curious Wine is an
enduring classic and on everyone's list of the very best in our
literature.
The perfect gag gift for anyone who appreciates a little toilet
humor! Don't let number 2 stop you from being number 1 on the
job. Face the facts. You poop every day-more or less-but making a
misstep when you've got to go at the office could land you in some
serious doo-doo. How to Poo at Work is the ultimate guide to
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handling a range of potentially awkward situations, including what
to do when: • The boss is in the next stall • The toilet gets clogged
• A colleague follows you into the bathroom • There's no toilet
paper Flush with useful diagrams, this handy book can save your
career from going down the toilet.
The beloved New York Times bestselling author reflects on home,
family, friendships and writing in this deeply personal collection of
essays. "The elegance of Patchett’s prose is seductive and inviting:
with Patchett as a guide, readers will really get to grips with the
power of struggles, failures, and triumphs alike." —Publisher's
Weekly “Any story that starts will also end.” As a writer, Ann
Patchett knows what the outcome of her fiction will be. Life,
however, often takes turns we do not see coming. Patchett ponders
this truth in these wise essays that afford a fresh and intimate look
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into her mind and heart. At the center of These Precious Days is the
title essay, a surprising and moving meditation on an unexpected
friendship that explores “what it means to be seen, to find someone
with whom you can be your best and most complete self.” When
Patchett chose an early galley of actor and producer Tom Hanks’
short story collection to read one night before bed, she had no idea
that this single choice would be life changing. It would introduce
her to a remarkable woman—Tom’s brilliant assistant Sooki—with
whom she would form a profound bond that held monumental
consequences for them both. A literary alchemist, Patchett plumbs
the depths of her experiences to create gold: engaging and moving
pieces that are both self-portrait and landscape, each vibrant with
emotion and rich in insight. Turning her writer’s eye on her own
experiences, she transforms the private into the universal, providing
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us all a way to look at our own worlds anew, and reminds how
fleeting and enigmatic life can be. From the enchantments of Kate
DiCamillo’s children’s books (author of The Beatryce Prophecy) to
youthful memories of Paris; the cherished life gifts given by her
three fathers to the unexpected influence of Charles Schultz’s
Snoopy; the expansive vision of Eudora Welty to the importance of
knitting, Patchett connects life and art as she illuminates what
matters most. Infused with the author’s grace, wit, and warmth, the
pieces in These Precious Days resonate deep in the soul, leaving an
indelible mark—and demonstrate why Ann Patchett is one of the
most celebrated writers of our time.
The Great Alone
Basin and Range
To the Lighthouse
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Trolling Nights
Challenges. Competitions. Activities. Drinking.
The Saturday Evening Post
Meet Tasha—single and still searching. A producer for
Britain’s most popular morning show working under a
nightmare boss, Tash is well-versed in the trials and
tribulations of twenty-first century dating. She and her
three best friends certainly haven’t lived the fairy tale
they thought they would: there’s Andy, who’s hooked
on passion, but too much of a tomboy to have moved
much beyond the beer-drinking contest stage; Mel,
stuck in a steady but loveless relationship; and Emma,
endlessly waiting for her other half to propose. Their
love lives are only complicated by the sort of men who
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seem to drift in and out: Andrew—suave, good-looking
and head over heels in love . . . with himself; Simon,
who is allergic to commitment but has a bad-boy nature
that’s impossible to resist; and Adam—perfectly
attractive, but too sweet to be sexy. The bestselling
first novel that launched Jane Green, one of the
brightest stars in contemporary women’s fiction,
Straight Talking sets the record straight regarding the
real world of dating, and follows the adventures of Tash
and her friends as they search for fulfillment and the
right kind of love. Funny, flirty, and ultimately tender,
Straight Talking gets at the heart of modern romance.
By his early thirties, Paul Allen was a world-famous
billionaire-and that was just the beginning. In 2007 and
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2008, Time named Paul Allen, the cofounder of
Microsoft, one of the hundred most influential people in
the world. Since he made his fortune, his impact has
been felt in science, technology, business, medicine,
sports, music, and philanthropy. His passion, curiosity,
and intellectual rigor-combined with the resources to
launch and support new initiatives-have literally
changed the world. In 2009 Allen discovered that he
had lymphoma, lending urgency to his desire to share
his story for the first time. In this classic memoir, Allen
explains how he has solved problems, what he's learned
from his many endeavors-both the triumphs and the
failures-and his compelling vision for the future. He
reflects candidly on an extraordinary life. The book
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also features previously untold stories about everything
from the true origins of Microsoft to Allen's role in the
dawn of private space travel (with SpaceShipOne) and
in discoveries at the frontiers of brain science. With
honesty, humor, and insight, Allen tells the story of a
life of ideas made real.
Shag Yourself SlimShag Yourself SlimThe Most
Enjoyable Way to Lose WeightCrombie Jardine
It only takes a second to fall in love forever. Navy
SEAL Timothy Capshaw is only in Charleston, South
Carolina, for the summer. He's not looking for a
romance or even a hookup, but when he sees Bevin on
his first night out on the town, he knows she's the one
for him. Coffeehouse owner Bevin Moore is the friend
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who makes sure everyone makes safe decisions when
they go out on their Trolling Nights, the nights where
her friends look for a weekend fling. Then she meets
Tim, and she's certain he's the most dangerous choice
of all—especially for her heart. How will Tim convince
Bevin he's the man she hasn't known she's been looking
for and that the need for her Trolling Nights is over?
The Parisian Gentleman
How to Poo at Work
The World's Only Government-Documented UFO Crash
Curious Wine
The Writer's Handbook 2007
THE CLASSIC BOOK THAT HAS INSPIRED MILLIONS A
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penetrating examination of how we live and how to live better
Few books transform a generation and then establish
themselves as touchstones for the generations that follow. Zen
and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance is one such book. This
modern epic of a man’s search for meaning became an instant
bestseller on publication in 1974, acclaimed as one of the most
exciting books in the history of American letters. It continues to
inspire millions. A narration of a summer motorcycle trip
undertaken by a father and his son, Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance becomes a personal and
philosophical odyssey into fundamental questions on how to
live. The narrator's relationship with his son leads to a powerful
self-reckoning; the craft of motorcycle maintenance leads to an
austerely beautiful process for reconciling science, religion, and
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humanism. Resonant with the confusions of existence, this
classic is a touching and transcendent book of life. This new
edition contains an interview with Pirsig and letters and
documents detailing how this extraordinary book came to be.
Parris Simmons has spent the last 10 years hiding from her exhusband and her ex-lover, Martin Cole. Now, Martin has found
Parris and their daughter. Soon Parris agrees to marry him, but
will a dangerous, decade-old secret threaten to destroy all that
Parris and Martin cherish most? Reissue.
In 1894, Ruth Smythers, 'Beloved wife of The Reverend L. D.
Smythers', wrote: 'One cardinal rule of marriage should never
be forgotten: give little, give seldom and, above all, give
grudgingly...' The Methodist wife didn't intend to be amusing,
but this brief treatise written for young brides is side-splitting
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today and an eye-opener to how our love lives have changed in
just over a century.
Does your real age match the age you feel? When do we reach
middle age? When, if ever, are we old? The way we age and
the way we perceive age has changed radically. As we
embrace new experiences, relationships and gadgets, we
barely stop to look at our watches let alone consider whether
our behaviour is 'age appropriate'. In this provocative and
timely book, Catherine Mayer looks at the forces that created
amortality - the term she coined to describe the phenomenon of
living agelessly. As she follows this social epidemic through
generations and across continents, she reveals its profound
impact on society, our careers, our families and ourselves. Why
be defined by numbers? Are you amortal?
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Dark Object
Out of My Mind
A Book of Scoundrels
Sentimental Education
These Precious Days
Get in shape, get shagging

Described by Virginia Woolf herself as ‘easily the best of
my books’, and by her husband Leonard as a
‘masterpiece’, To the Lighthouse, first published in
1927, is one of the milestones of Modernism. Set on the
Isle of Skye, over a decade spanning the First World War,
the narrative centres on the Ramsay family, and is framed
by Mrs Ramsay’s promise
to take a trip to the lighthouse
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the next day – a promise which isn’t to be fulfilled for a
decade. Flowing from character to character and from
year to year, the novel paints a moving portrait of love,
loss and perception. Bearing all the hallmarks of Woolf’s
prose, with her delicate handling of the complexities of
human relationships, To the Lighthouse has earned its
reputation – frequently appearing in lists of the best
novels of the twentieth century, it has lost not an iota of
brilliance.
Darkly satirical and wickedly funny, this prize-winning
novel takes a tilt at a wide range of contemporary matters.
What happened that connects a diverse group of
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characters, along with an ex-All Black and an elephant?
The people who committed the act of revenge in 1985
thought it was perfectly executed. Twenty years on, the
truth is revealed, the truth about the deception that
started it all. From sexual stereotyping to militant
feminism, the machismo of the All Blacks to new age
beliefs, psychiatry to womb burial and naming
ceremonies, nothing is safe from the razor-sharp wit of this
superb writer. This novel won the Deutz Medal for
Fiction in the Montana New Zealand Book Awards.
Forget diets . . .Forget the gym . . .Forget everything you
knew about losing weight . . .Every aspect of shagging
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burns calories. And this book tells you how many calories
each position will burn*. So get this book, get shagging
and get slim!*Only aids weight loss as part of a caloriecontrolled sex diet.
Completely revised and updated with newly
commissioned articles, the 20th anniversary edition of The
Writer's Handbook is an indispensible companion for
everyone in the writing profession. Containing over 6,000
entries covering every area of writing, with provocative
articles and useful advice from leading representatives of
the trade, this practical, straightforward guide provides
full details on the core markets. In addition to the key
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areas of UK and US book publishers, agents, magazines,
screenwriting, theater and poetry, writer's courses and
circles, festivals, and grants and prizes, the guide also
offers invaluable expert advice on contracts, copyright,
and taxation.
Shag Yourself Slim
Little Book of Wanking
Essays
The Most Enjoyable Way to Lose Weight
Paper Towns
Eternal Guardians #4
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant,
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impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a
technological device that will allow her to speak for the
first time.
Forget diets. Forget the gym. Forget everything you knew
about losing weight. Every aspect of shagging burns
calories. And this book tells you how many calories each
position will burn*. So get this book, get shagging and get
slim! * Only aids weight loss as part of a caloriecontrolled diet.
Cockney is the dialect of East London. It was back in the
14th century that the term 'cockney' was first coined, as
an insult by country folk to describe working class
Londoners and their speech - cockeneyes meaning rotten
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egg, or, more literally, the egg of a cock. The dialect
developed as the capital grew in Tudor and Georgian
times, but it didn't become an identifying feature of
London life until Charles Dickens popularised it in the
19th century. By this stage anyone born within the sound
of the bells of St Mary Le Bow church, about a mile East
of the City of London, was deemed to be a Cockney. And
it is for rhyming that Cockney is most famous. The origins
of this are unclear, but it was probably done to keep nonCockneys ignorant of what was being said. The dialect is
full of pitfalls for the innocent, but with this easy-to-use
dictionary you should be able to slip into Cockney circles
smoothly, without anyone ever suspecting that you are
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some sort of West London Charlie Ronce.
In Kristin Hannah’s The Great Alone, a desperate family
seeks a new beginning in the near-isolated wilderness of
Alaska only to find that their unpredictable environment is
less threatening than the erratic behavior found in human
nature. #1 New York Times Instant Bestseller (February
2018) A People “Book of the Week” Buzzfeed’s “Most
Anticipated Women’s Fiction Reads of 2018” Seattle
Times’s “Books to Look Forward to in 2018” Alaska,
1974. Ernt Allbright came home from the Vietnam War a
changed and volatile man. When he loses yet another
job, he makes the impulsive decision to move his wife
and daughter north where they will live off the grid in
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America’s last true frontier. Cora will do anything for the
man she loves, even if means following him into the
unknown. Thirteen-year-old Leni, caught in the riptide of
her parents’ passionate, stormy relationship, has little
choice but to go along, daring to hope this new land
promises her family a better future. In a wild, remote
corner of Alaska, the Allbrights find a fiercely independent
community of strong men and even stronger women. The
long, sunlit days and the generosity of the locals make up
for the newcomers’ lack of preparation and dwindling
resources. But as winter approaches and darkness
descends, Ernt’s fragile mental state deteriorates. Soon
the perils outside pale in comparison to threats from
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within. In their small cabin, covered in snow, blanketed in
eighteen hours of night, Leni and her mother learn the
terrible truth: they are on their own.
Apron Anxiety
A Novel
Enraptured
F*ck Yourself Fit
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with popup paper town. From the bestselling author of The Fault in our Stars.
Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for
Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of legend at their high
school. So when she one day climbs through his window and summons
him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But
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the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still
missing. Q soon learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . .
and they are for him. But as he gets deeper into the mystery culminating in another awesome road trip across America - he
becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for. Masterfully
written by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious
coming-of-age story.
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